Japan Society of Political Economy,
The 67th Annual Conference, Komazawa University
Program

October 19 (Sat) AM9:10 〜 11:50

Session 1: “Various Aspects and Changes of Capitalism”
(Panel Session)
◎Syugetsukan （Building No. 3）7F, Room 704
◎Chair: Ken HIRANO[Chuo University]
Tsutomu SHIBATA[Gifu University]
“Management Focused on Shareholder Value and the Transformation of the Japanese Economy”
Discussant: Shoshiro OGURA[Komazawa University]
Tomonori KOYAMA[Yasuda Women’s University]
“One Social Design of Regional Revitalization and its Implication: From the Case of Osaki Kamijima
(at Hiroshima, JAPAN)”
Discussant: Teruomi MIYAZAKI[Sensyu University]
Hitomi MAEHARA[Chuo University, Grad Student]
“The barrier of capitalist production : In Connection with Exposition of the Internal Contradictions of
the Law”
Discussant: Chikanari AKIHO[Ryutsukeizai University]

Session 2: “Mathematical Marxian Economics I ‘New Developments of the Mathematical Marxian Economics’”
(Proposed Panel Session)
◎Syugetsukan （Building No. 3）7F, Room 705
◎Chair: Jun-Ichi SEKINE [Kyushu Sangyo University]
Hiroshi ONISHI[Keio University]
“Reproduction Scheme with Commercial Sector”
Discussant: Hideo DOI[Yokohama National University]
Yuuta KAMINISHI [Keio University, Graduate Student]
“A Model of Political Economy Expressing Heterogeneous Interests of the Social Members”
Discussant: Jun-Ichi SEKINE[Kyushu Sangyo University]
Atsushi TAZOE[Tsu City College]
“An inquiry on the relationship between gaining importance of financial revenue and trend of
inequality”
Discussant: Ryo KANAE[St. Andrews University]

Session 3: “Principles of Political Economy and Contemporary Capitalism”
(Panel Session)
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）7F, Room 706
◎Chair: Hideaki TANAKA[Shiga University]
Yoshihisa IWATA[Tokyo Keizai University]
“Commercial Capital and Modern Capitalism”
Discussant: Hideaki TANAKA[Shiga University]
Michiaki OBATA[Komazawa University, Lecturer]
“Reinvestigation of Labour and Computer”
Discussant: Yuka SHIOMI[Tokyo Gakugei University]

Session 4: “Developmental Stages of Capitalism”
(Panel Session)
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）2F, Room 205
◎Chair: Akira MATSUMOTO[Ritsumeikan University]
Ensei IMAMURA[JSPE Member]
“Developmental stages of nations of capitalism”
Discussant: undecided
Takao TAKEUCHI[JSPE Member]
“Abstractly Captured Task on Accumulation ——An attempt to consider the economic factors in the ‘Soviet Union – Yugo Collapse’”
Discussant: Hiroshi OSAKA[University of Toyama]
Joon Young KIM[Korea Employment Information Service]
“Digital Platform Workers in Korea”
Discussant: Soichiro SUMIDA[Hitotsubashi University]

Session 5: International Session (1) “Political Economy in China 1”
(Proposed Panel Session)
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）2F, Room 211
◎Chair: Xiaokui LI[Chinese Academy of Social Sciences]
Bin YU[Chinese Academy of Social Sciences]
“A Critique of Econometrics”
Discussant: Masao ISHIKURA [Hitotsubashi University]
Baojun DING[Jilin University of Finance and Economics]
“The Communist Manifesto – the eternal idea and contemporary revelation”
Discussant: Masao WATANABE [Beijing Institute of Technology]
Xiaokui LI [Chinese Academy of Social Sciences]
“Social Transformation and Structural Changes of Chinese Society – a study of changing process of “new strata””
Discussant: Aki ANEHA [Komazawa University]

**Session 6: English Session (1) “Varieties of Capitalism and Social Dynamics”**
©Syugetsukan (Building No.3) 2F, Room 212
©Chair: Kei EHARA (Oita University)
Shinya SHIBASAKI (Hokusei Gakuen University, Japan) and Kei EHARA (Oita University, Japan)
Sajid BASHIR (The University of Sheffield, England)
“Audit Expectations Gap in Accounting”
Manuel BRANCO (University of Évora, Portugal)
“Modes of international dissemination of ideas and the standardization of postgraduate teaching in Economics in Portugal”
Arrizabalo XABIER (Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain)
“Chronical crisis and historical limits of the capitalism”
Vojtech ONDRACEK (Charles University, PhD candidate, Czech Republic)
“The Olympic Games as tool and weakness of the global capitalism”
Session 7: “Alternative Society① Neoliberal Globalization and Counter Strategy”
(Theme Session • Proposed Panel Session)
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）7F, Room 704
◎Chair: Nobuyo GOTO[Fukushima Medical University, Lecturer]
Midori HIRAGA[Kyoto Tachibana University, Lecturer]
“Food and Capitalist Development”
Discussant: Sadaharu OYA[Hokkai-Gakuen University]
Shuji KITAMI[Tsuda University]
“Reflecting on the role of the market in a post-capitalist democracy”
Discussant: Toshio YAMADA[Nagoya University, Emeritus]
Sadaharu OYA[Hokkai-Gakuen University]
“A Social Movement Theory of Contemporary Marxism and Marx’s ”Historical Movement””
Discussant: Shuji KITAMI[Tsuda University]

(Proposed Panel Session)
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）7F, Room 705
◎Chair: Yuuho YAMASHITA[Dokkyo University]
Shunya YOSHII[Keio University, Grad Student]
“Capitalist Economy and Pre-capitalist Economy in the Marxian Optimal Growth Theory”
Discussant: Yuuho YAMASHITA[Dokkyo University]
Yuuho YAMASHITA[Dokkyo University]
“The Marxian Optimal Growth Model and Uncertainty”
Discussant: Ryo KANAE[St. Andrews University]
Jun-Ichi SEKINE[Kyushu Sangyo University]
“A Theoretical Foundation of the Petty-Clark Law: From the Viewpoint of Historical Materialism”
Discussant: Atsushi TAZOE[Tsu City College]

Session 9: “Structural change, income distribution, and economic growth in contemporary capitalism ①”
(Proposed Panel Session)
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）7F, Room 706
©Chair: Kazuhiro KUROSE[Tohoku University]

Ryunosuke SONODA[Saga University]
“A Two-Sector Kaleckian Model with Differences in Employment Form”
Discussant: Kazuhiro KUROSE[Tohoku University]

Hiroshi NISHI[Hannan University]
“A two-sector endogenous growth model: a Kaldor-Kalecki approach”
Discussant: Hiroki MURAKAMI[Chuo University]

Yorihiko ANDO[Nagoya University, Grad Student]
“Impacts of environmental tax on demand formation: A post-Keynesian model analysis considering pollution emissions”
Discussant: Kazuhiro OKUMA[Ministry of the Environment]

Session 10: “Circulation, Consumption and Future Society”
(Panell Session)
©Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）2F, Room 210
©Chair: Haruo TAKEUCHI[Aichi University]

Masayuki EDAMATSU[Kanto Gakuin University, Lecturer]
“High level solution of productive labor arguments and the Future Society”
Discussant: Masao WATANABE[Beijing Institute of Technology]

Daebeom HAE[Hokkaido University, Grad Student]
“Reconsidering the Hoarding of Money”
Discussant: Haruo TAKEUCHI[Aichi University]

Xiaoli LI[Shiga University, Grad Student]
“About new payment tool Ali-Pay”
Discussant: Haruo TAKEUCHI[Aichi University]

Session 11: International Session (2) “Political Economy in China 2”
(Proposed Panel Session)
©Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）2F, Room 211
©Chair: Bangxi LI[Tsinghua University]

Na WANG[China Agricultural University]
“The comparison of the endogenous monetary theory between the Marxian and Post-Keynesian”
Discussant: Yukihiro MAEHATA[J. F. Oberlin University, Emeritus]

Yile LI[Southwestern University of Finance and Economics]
“Research on Profit Fixes in China’s Real Economy”
Discussant: Yoriaki FUJIMORI[Waseda University, Emeritus]
Masao WATANABE[Beijing Institute of Technology], Lijun JIA[Beijing Institute of Technology] and Chenxi GAO[Hitotsubashi University, Grad Student]
“The Notional Necessities of Unproductive Capital ~ Capitalization of the “Faux Frais” and Duplication of the Capital Functions”
Discussant: Kenichi MURAKAMI[Chuo University]

Session 12: English Session (2) “Re-Emergence of Asia”
◎Syugetsukan (Building No.3) 2F, Room 212
◎Chair: Akinori ISOGAI (Kyushu University)
Lingyun HE, Ding XU and Qiuchi XIAO (Zhongnan University of Economics and Law in Wuhan, China)
“Children’s Marriage and Parental Subjective Well-being: Evidence from China”
Monir Hossain MONI (Bangladesh Asia Institute for Global Studies)
“Bangladesh Between China and Japan: A Comparative Economic Cooperation Research Featuring Trade, Investment and Aid”
Heriberto RUIZ-TAFOYA (Kyoto University, Institute of Social Dynamics and Theory, Hiroshima)
“Capital Appropriation of Slum Dwellers’ Food Consumption: Evidence from Metro Manila”
Hiroshi YOSHIDA (Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Japan)
“The structure of nuclear policy in Japan”

Session 13: English Session (3) “Value, Exploitation and Profits”
◎Syugetsukan (Building No.3) 2F, Room 205
◎Chair: Naoki YOSHIHARA (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Kiyoshi NAGATANI (former member of JSPE, Japan)
“Problems with the Value-form”
Weikai CHEN (University of Massachusetts, USA)
“Technical Change, Income Distribution and Profitability in Multisector Linear Economies”
Junshang LIANG (University of Massachusetts, Amherst, USA)
“Falling Rate of Profit Under Constant Rate of Exploitation”
Naoki YOSHIHARA (University of Massachusetts, Amherst, USA)
“Persistent Exploitation with Intertemporal Reproducible Solution in Pre-industrial Economies”

■15:40〜16:30
Plenary General Meeting
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）2F, Room 207
16:30～16:50
10th JSPE Prize for Younger Members
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）2F, Room 207

17:00～18:00
Invited Lecture
The 5th JSPE International Book Prize / 70th Anniversary of the College of Economics at Komazawa University
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）2F, Room 207
Diane ELSON (Essex University)
"Intersections of Gender and Class in the Distribution of Income"
◎Chair: Aki ANEHA [Komazawa University]
◎Presenter: Tetsuji KAWAMURA[Hosei University]

18:10～20:30
60th Anniversary of JSPE Ceremony, Conference Dinner
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）4F, Syugetsu Hall
October 20 (Sun) AM9:10～11:50

**Session 14: “Alternatives to Capitalism”**
(Panel Session related to Plenary Session)
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）3F, Room 305
◎Chair: Ryuji SASAKI[Rikkyo University]
Kazu SHIBAGAKI[The University of Tokyo, Emeritus]
“On the Transition from Capitalist Society to Socialist Society”
Discussant: undecided
Hiroyuki TAKEI[JSPE Member]
“Elucidation of Marx's Capital and Its Significance in the Present Day”
Discussant: undecided
Nobuyoshi TORII[Chuo University]
“Commodity (Value), Money and Capital as "Social Power"”
Discussant: Ryuji SASAKI[Rikkyo University]

**Session 15: “Basic Theory of Capitalism; Rethinking Transformation Problem”**
(Theme Session ・ Proposed Panel Session)
◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）3F, Room 311
◎Chair: Hiroshi ONISHI[Keio University]
Makoto ITOH[University of Tokyo, Emeritus]
“The Significance of Transformation Issues and Marx’s Theory of Value”
Discussant: Tadasu MATSUYO[Ritsumeikan University], Zhongren ZHANG[University of Shimane]
Tadasu MATSUYO[Ritsumeikan University]
“Numeraires assumed in Marx’s two aggregate propositions”
Discussant: Makoto ITOH[University of Tokyo, Emeritus], Zhongren ZHANG[University of Shimane]
Zhongren ZHANG[University of Shimane]
“Solutions of the Transformation Problem in China”
Discussant: Makoto ITOH[The University of Tokyo, Emeritus], Tadasu MATSUYO[Ritsumeikan University]

**Session 16: “Alternative Society②The Route toward Post-Capitalism and Political Economy of Transitional Period”**
(Theme Session ・ Proposed Panel Session)
Session 17: “Structural change, income distribution, and economic growth in contemporary capitalism”

Proposed Panel Session

Chair: Hiroshi, NISHI

Professor Hiroshi, NISHI [Hannan University]

“Dynamics of profits and growth in Japanese firms”
Discussant: Yuji HARADA [Setsunan University]

Professor Shinya FUJITA [Nagoya University]

“Theory of mark-up and its evidence: post-Keynesian approach”
Discussant: Takashi ONO [Doshisha University]

Professor Norihito SHIMANO [Matsuyama University]

“Causes of the profit rate dynamics in OECD countries”
Discussant: Takeshi IKEDA [Rikkyo University]


Proposed Panel Session

Chair: Mitsugu, YONEDA

Professor Mitsugu, YONEDA [Chuo University]

“Secular Stagnation and the Economic Policy Alternatives”
Discussant: Kenichi MURAKAMI [Chuo University]

Professor Kenichi MURAKAMI [Chuo University]
“Monetary Easing in “Abenomics”, Industrial Structure and Reproduction Structure“
Discussant: Mitsugu YONEDA[Chuo University]

Mitsugu YONEDA[Chuo University]
“Control of Central Government Securities in current Japan“
Discussant: Hirokuni HONDA[Dokkyo University]

◎Syugetsukan (Building No.3) 2F, Room 212
◎Chair: Nobuharu YOKOKAWA (Musashi University)
Khan BHOLA (Yobe State University, Nigeria)
“Estimation of Child Mortality Rate in Nigeria: A Socio-economic Analysis”
Mark NYANDORO (University of Zimbabwe)
“An Evaluation of Pilot Small-Scale Irrigation Agriculture and the Contradictions between this Process and the Human-Capital/Labour Requirements of the Estate Sector in a Northwestern Frontier Region of Zimbabwe”
Alicia GIRÓN (Economic Research Institute, UNAM, Mexico)
“Austerity, Financialization and Social Reproduction”
Laura VIDAL and Eugenia CORREA (Mexico National University, Mexico)
Hans G. DESPAIN (Nichols College, USA)
“Why Secular Stagnation? : Larry Summers and Monopoly Power”

■10:00～11:50
International Seminar: “Feminism and Economy”
◎Syugetsukan （Building No. 3）2F, Room 202
◎Chair: Aki ANEHA[Komazawa University]
Diane ELSON [Essex University]
Kaori TAKAHASHI[Ochanomizu University, Grad Student]
Tomoko HIKIDA[Ochanomizu University, Grad Student]
Yumi TAKABATAKE[Komazawa University, Undergraduate]
October 20(Sun) PM12:50〜17:00

**Plenary Session**

“The Limit of Capitalism and Alternatives”

◎Syugetsukan（Building No. 3）2F, Room 207

◎ Chair and Organizer: Hiroyuki UNI[Kyoto University], Shigeru NITTA[Sensyu University], Minoru FUJITA[J. F. Oberlin University]

Presenters:
- **Noriko HAMA**[Doshisha University]
- **Kazuo KONISHI**[Rikkyo University, Emeritus]
- **Tadasu MATSUO**[Ritsumeikan University]

Commentators: Mitsuhiko TSURUTA[Chuo University, Emeritus], Ryuji SASAKI[Rikkyo University]